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Mathswatch bearings homework answers

Level 6-7 Find the bearing of the textcolor blue-white-blue B from textcolorred.A. (1 sign) Note: terminology B from A is always used, as opposed to A to B. So we have two points and the Northern Line is coming off both. The textcolorblueB bearing from textcolorredA is measured from the north line clockwise until we draw a straight line.
Then, using the protractor, we measure the angle to 110 degrees, which is the bearing of textcolorblueB from textcolorred. Two boats (textcolor-red) and textcolorblueB are 5 km apart, and the textcolor-blueB bearing is 256 degrees. Using a scale of 1 text see:1 text km, set up a diagram, Showing the relative position of the textcolor points
red A and textcolorblueB. (2 tags) First, we draw the point textcolorredA with the north line and measure the angle of 104 degrees, and counterclockwise from it (This is because 360 - 254 and 104 degrees. Then, since textcolorredA and textcolorblueB are 5 km apart, we will need to draw a line from textcolorredA to textcolorblue B (goes
along the bearing, which we have identified) 5 cm long. The chart below shows the bearing textcolorblue B from textcolor red.A. Find the bearing textcolorredA from textcolorblue.B. (2 marks) Now we can't measure the angle, because the chart is not drawn exactly. We will use the fact that both northern lines are parallel, and extend the
textcolor-red Atextcolor-blue B line past the textcolor angle formed by the north line on textcolorblueB, and extension of the textcolorred, AtextcolorblueB and bearing textcolor blue B from textcolor So, from our knowledge of parallel lines, we know that they must be equal. Finally, we measure the textcolorredA line from textcolorblueB, so
we need to go clockwise from the northern line to textcolorblueB to the line textcolorredAtextcolorblue.B. We have 94 degrees, but we need the rest of the corner. Fortunately, the remaining part of the angle is just a straight line, so the textcolor bearing redA from textcolorblueB is 94 and 180 x 274 degrees Let the lighthouse be L, and the
boat will be B. As we find the bearing L from B, we will measure the angle 051 degrees clockwise in B. Then, as B and L 70 miles apart. We have to make a line from B to L 7cm in length. The final chart should look like this: We can find another angle around point B, subtracting 295 of 360, 360 degrees - 295 degrees and 65 degrees then,
because the two northern lines are parallel, we can say that bearing B is from The 65 degree angle we just found is co-internal. These two corners (marked in red below) should add up to 180. So we get: Text Bearing B from A 180 degrees - 65 degrees 115 degrees Drawing straight lines along each of the bearings, we can find C at the
intersection of both lines. With the help of protractor or otherwise we find a 60 degree angle. It's written as a bearing, 060 degrees Two northern lines are parallel, so we can say that the bearing B from A and the co-inner angle on the B should add to 180 degrees. Thus, the angle of the sharing interior is 180 degrees-60 degrees , 120
degrees As the angles around the sum of the point up to 360 degrees we can find bearing from B like, 360 degrees-120 degrees 240 degrees Academia.edu no longer supports the Internet Explorer.To view the Academia.edu and wider internet faster and more safely, please take a few seconds to your browser. Academia.edu uses
cookies to personalize content, adapt ads, and improve user experience. Using our website, you agree to our collection of information using cookies. To find out more, review our privacy policy.× I got a 242 degree response, but still showed how wrong. I'm sure I got the measurements right, can someone help in where I go wrong?
Bearings are always clockwise, the answer should be 360 - 65, which is 295. (Original post Will_W) Bearings are always clockwise, the answer should be 360 - 65, which is 295. I'm sure I did it clockwise and I tried that response and it showed how wrong. (Original post idek23) I'm sure I did it clockwise and I tried that response and it
showed how wrong. Draw a diagram for these issues as they are fairly easy to visualize. This is what it looks like. Can you design a corner marked? and therefore determine what the bearing is. (Original post RDKGames) Draw a chart for these issues as they are pretty easy to visualize. This is what it looks like. Can you design a corner
marked? and therefore determine what the bearing is. I found out the outer corners got 246 degrees and I still say it's wrong. (Original post idek23) I found out the outer corners got 246 degrees and I still say it's wrong. Are you sure the orange angle is to the left of vertical 66, not 65? (Original post RDKGames) Are you sure the orange
angle to the left of the vertical is 66, not 65? my bad is 65 degrees :P thanks for the help! I got 242 degrees and also it should be the correct level 6-7 Find the bearing textcolorsin B from textcolorred. (1 mark) Note: terminology B from A is always used, as opposed to A to B. So we have two points and the line is coming off both. The
textcolorblueB bearing from textcolorredA is measured from the north line clockwise until we hit the hit straight line. Then, using the protractor, we measure the angle to 110 degrees, which is the bearing of textcolorblueB from textcolorred. Two boats (textcolor-red) and textcolorblueB are 5 km apart, and the textcolor-blueB bearing is 256
degrees. Using a scale of 1 text see:1 text km, set up a diagram, Showing the relative position of the textcolor points red A and textcolorblueB. (2 tags) First, we draw the point textcolorredA with the north line and measure the angle of 104 degrees, and counterclockwise from it (This is because 360 - 254 and 104 degrees. Then, since
textcolorredA and textcolorblueB are 5 km apart, we will need to draw a line from textcolorredA to textcolorblue B (goes along the bearing, which we have identified) 5 cm long. The chart below shows the bearing textcolorblue B from textcolor red.A. Find the bearing textcolorredA from textcolorblue.B. (2 marks) Now we can't measure the
angle, because the chart is not drawn exactly. We will use the fact that both northern lines are parallel, and extend the textcolor-red Atextcolor-blue B line past the textcolor angle formed by the north line on textcolorblueB, and extension of the textcolorred, AtextcolorblueB and bearing textcolor blue B from textcolor So, from our knowledge
of parallel lines, we know that they must be equal. Finally, we measure the textcolorredA line from textcolorblueB, so we need to go clockwise from the northern line to textcolorblueB to the line textcolorredAtextcolorblue.B. We have 94 degrees, but we need the rest of the corner. Fortunately, the remaining part of the angle is just a straight
line, so the textcolor bearing redA from textcolorblueB is 94 and 180 x 274 degrees Let the lighthouse be L, and the boat will be B. As we find the bearing L from B, we will measure the angle 051 degrees clockwise in B. Then, as B and L 70 miles apart. We have to make a line from B to L 7cm in length. The final diagram should look, We
can find another angle around point B, subtracting 295 of 360, 360 degrees - 295 degrees and 65 degrees then, because the two northern lines are parallel, we can say that bearing B from A and 65 degrees angle we just found are co-internal. These two corners (marked in red below) should add up to 180. So we get: Text Bearing B from
A 180 degrees - 65 degrees 115 degrees Drawing straight lines along each of the bearings, we can find C at the intersection of both lines. With the help of a protractor or otherwise, we corner angle Degrees. It's written as a bearing, 060 degrees Two northern lines are parallel, so we can say that the bearing B from A and the co-inner
angle on the B should add to 180 degrees. Thus, the angle of the sharing interior is 180 degrees-60 degrees , 120 degrees As the angles around the sum of the point up to 360 degrees we can find bearing from B like, 360 degrees-120 degrees 240 degrees Academia.edu no longer supports the Internet Explorer.To view the
Academia.edu and wider internet faster and more safely, please take a few seconds to your browser. Academia.edu uses cookies to personalize content, adapt ads, and improve user experience. Using our website, you agree to our collection of information using cookies. To find out more, review our privacy policy.× I got a 242 degree
response, but still showed how wrong. I'm sure I got the measurements right, can someone help in where I go wrong? Bearings are always clockwise, the answer should be 360 - 65, which is 295. (Original post Will_W) Bearings are always clockwise, the answer should be 360 - 65, which is 295. I'm sure I did it clockwise and I tried that
response and it showed how wrong. (Original post idek23) I'm sure I did it clockwise and I tried that response and it showed how wrong. Draw a diagram for these issues as they are fairly easy to visualize. This is what it looks like. Can you design a corner marked? and therefore determine what the bearing is. (Original post RDKGames)
Draw a chart for these issues as they are pretty easy to visualize. This is what it looks like. Can you design a corner marked? and therefore determine what the bearing is. I found out the outer corners got 246 degrees and I still say it's wrong. (Original post idek23) I found out the outer corners got 246 degrees and I still say it's wrong. Are
you sure the orange angle is to the left of vertical 66, not 65? (Original post RDKGames) Are you sure the orange angle to the left of the vertical is 66, not 65? my bad is 65 degrees :P thanks for the help! I got 242 degrees, and that must be right.
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